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IMPROVED AIRPLANE WINDSHIELDS TO PROVIDE VISION IN STORMY WEATHER

By WrLLIAMC. CLAY

SUMMARY

The reeuile of an inveetigaiion mude in the N.A.C.A.
7- by 10#oot wind tunnel to oktermine possi.lh improve-
ments in tha design of airplane whddidds, particularly
with respect to tlw pilot’s mkionfrom th cubin in stomny
wedkr, are reported.

It waafound pradicdh to deeign openings in airplane
winokhiekk thd @ p81Yd 807WU?Wb8t&d viewfrom
th8 cubin ad I@ 8hti the Pi.kt jknn wind and rain.

0p87Li?w8up to %?kd.+x in widh across a #d frd
panel in verhkd or 81?o@gwindshidd.s d permit a
view directly forward withuut direct raindrop8 entering
th8 opening if a 8maUdejecting airfoii is mowtied ahead
of the witihid.d. A slight inzreme of tlwjwwk.ge eta$ti
preeeure ti necessary to keep wind and indireet water
drop8from edering this styte of opening.

It w fownd poseibfe to design a V-froni windshield
thut uMizea raindrop dq%d-on through emd a@.ee to
provida vision through open witi on either side of the
&n. Adqude vi.8ion can be obtaind within normal
limits of M movemerdfor nearly the dire forward
hemisphere wiilwut any appreciable amownt of rain or
wind entering the cubin, even under ainweplwric condi-
tia?u?favorabk?to ice formdion.

Improvemenienuui%in the design of 8everd windshield
t~pee are o?.eJ3cribedand information given on the airjfow
about each arrangement.

INTRODUCJ!ION

A study of the characteristics of any windshield
arrangement should be concerned primarily with the
view from the pilot’s cabin. That the need for in-
creased vision in a forward direction, espechdly in
stormy weather, is urgently felt by pilots themselves
is clearly shown in reference 1, which points out that
the problem has been unsatkfactcnily dealt with in
pmoticfdly all existing typx of commercial air@w39.
This problem has also received recent attention from
aircraft manufacturers, who realize its importance in
the maint+mance of established flight schedules and
the safety of personnel and equipment.

An effort is now being made by the N.A.C.A. to
meaaure and evaluate the field of view from the cock-
pit, as affected by the structure, of a number of exist-

ing airplamw. Vision directly ahead is most important
for level flight, and an unobstructed field of view about
200 tjcm-ardeach side and 20° downward includes the
areas most useful in making landings. An unob-
structed view in these areas should be available to the
pilot at all times, particularly in bad weather. Many
presan&day designs fail to fulfill this primary require-
ment; the view factor has obviously been neglected in
favor of other features and the windshield can accom-
plish little more than to protect the pilot from a direct
blast of air.

Windshield dek.ii is particularly important in con-
nection with those @-pea of airplanw that offer a mini-
mum amount of structure ahead of the pilot; e.g.,
pushers, twin-engine tractors, and some single-engine
tractors Many of these types at present afford good
Wlon in clear weather, but in stormy weather when
mist, rti, or ice collects on an otherwise satisfactory
windshield, the surface becomes tiamlucent and the
vision is reduced practically to zero. Even a small
deposit of dirt on the windshield is sufficient to prevent
vision when the airplane is flying tcnwmdthe gkcie of
the sun or that of a lighted beacon. Opening a
window under these circumstance affords at best a
less-than-normal field of view and, owing to the wind
and rain which usually drive into the cabin, the pilot
cannot derive the full benefit from the window.

Windshield wipers, liquid applications, and other
mechanical arrangements have proved to be of slight
value in keeping the glazed panels clear. It would
seem, then, that to be satisfactory, an airplane wind-
shield should give an a.degwde~ of view entirely unob-
druded by glm38and yd not permd wind or rain to enter
the cabin.

The principal factors to be considered in the design
of a satisfactory airplane windshield are as follows:
Vision must be provided in all important areas in the
available field of view; provision should be made for
opening a portion of the windshield to provide ade-
quate view in stormy weathe’r; the ease and comfort of
the pilot in making use of the available vkion should
be considered; and fhmlly, the drag of the windshield
should be kept at a minimum. Owing to the variety
of design in presentiay aircraft, no existing arrange-
ment could well be considered as represent@ive for
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study; hence n munber of conventional types were
tested under full-scale conditions and systematic
changes were made to improve the vision that could
be obtained in stormy weather hm each one. Aa no
general information applicable to the subject was
available, a detailed study was made of the flow of
air and rain about each windshield arrangement.
Such studies assisted markedly in the ultimate design
of a special windshield that promises exceptionally
good ChaI’aCt0riStiC9.

These wind+umel studies were conducted by the
National Admsory Committee for Aeronautics, at
Langley Field, VrL.

THE EFFECTOF AIR FLOW’ON RAINDROPS

Raindrops.-A study of raindrops and the manner in
which they strike the windshield aids in the develop-
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ment of a design for a suitable opening. The speed
of the airplane, the size and rate of fall of the raindrops,
the interference effects of the airplane structure ahead
of the windshield, and the general form of the wind-
shield proper all aflect the performance of the wind-
shield opening.

The drops entering any opening may be classi.iied
into thr~ types: (1) Drops that are headed for and
that enter the opening directly at high velocity
(termed “direct drops”); (2) drops that fit impinge
on the windshield and are then tied into the opening
at a low velocity by air flow (termed “indirect drops”);
and (3) drops thab strike the edges of the opening
and splash inward (tegned “splash drops “). Any
successful windshield opening must inolude protilons
for eliminating each of these lg-pes.

The chart in figure 1 was constructed from a com-
pilation of meteorological data on the frequency, size,
and rate of fall of raindrops (references 2, 3, and 4).
The drop diameter is plotted against its terminal
velocity in standard air. The diameter varies from
zero to about onequarter of an inch and is divided
into several more or less deiinite gmdea with frequency
in average summer storms indicated at the left,

The terminal velocity of the drops increams with
the diameter up to 0.18 inch after which the velocity
decreases. Friction of the air causes a deformation
of large drops which become flattened and preeont
increased rwistmce to the air. (See reference 2.)
The deformation becomes appreciable when the diam-
eter is about 0.16 inch and increases rapidly as tho
drop grows larger. A further increase in size causes
the drop to become very unstable and it soon breaks
up intc a number of smaller drops, which, of course,
fall more slowly.

In summer and in tropical climates there is a greater
percentage of large drops in the precipitation than in
winter and in colder regions. Even in the qverago
summer storm, however, only 20 percent of the drops
have a diameter greater than 0.14 inch, while 61
percent have a diameter’ less than 0.06 inch. In the
average steady winter rain, drop diameters greater
than 0.1 inch are rare; the majority of them occur in
the portion designated on the chart “light rain”,
having a diameter less than 0.032 inch. For purposes
of general calculations in this report, a drop diameter
of 0.06 inch is assumed to be representative of average
conditions. From the chart, this drop has rLterminal
velocity of 16.4 feet por second.

Computation of resultant path.—The resultant path
of raindrops with respect to horizontal flight, neglect-
ing interference effeck, can be computed by aid of
figure 1 and the formula:

where a, resultant path angle above the horizontal.
VT, terminal velocity of the raindrop.
V4, airplane velocity.

&9uming an airplane velocity of 188 feet per
second and a raindrop having a diameter of 0.06 inch,
the path of the approaching drop above the horizontal
can be found, for

Computation of air deflection.-It is also possible
to estimate the feasibility of utiki.ug air deflection
ahead of a windshield for deflecting raindrops sufE-
ciently to prevent their entrance into an opening, To
that end, a formula for raindrop resistrmceis needed.

The resistance of small spheres in a moving fluid is
somewhat complex. For Reynolds Numbers (VD/v)
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above 500 the coefficient of resistance varies but
little, however, rmd provided that the raindrop does
not deform, it may be assumed that

R.cD;A~=K~

where R is the resistsme of the drop.
U~, the coefficient of resistance.

p, fluid density.
A, cross~ectional area.
V, relative veloci~ of drop and fluid.

The value of Kfor each drop size maybe determined
from the terminal-velocity chart and is equal to
W/VT=,where w is the weight of the drop.

Now consider a raindrop at rest with respect to a
sudden deflecting stream of air, as would be the case
of an airplane flying into rain and equipped with a
deflecting arrangement ahead of the windshield.

Let VP be the velocity of the deflecting stream of air.
VD, the velocity of the drop at any time t.

S, the distance traversed by the drop at end of
time t.

Then neglecting gravitational accderation, for Q
differential time dt we have

‘VD K V,– VD)2where M is the mass of the drop.-m--d
By integration, and assuming VF constant,

1
=~t-!-Cwhere C=+V,–VD M F

whence

v,’ ~ t
v.-

V,:t+l
solving for 8 we have

By integration

K 32.2substituting — - —itf VT’

A practical example will illustrate the use of this
method. ARsuming that it were possible to dwign a
deflection method giving a 90° cross stream of air in
front of the windshield, a foot in depth, and equal to
the velocity of the airplane, the time t for the drop to
traverae the cross stream would be approximately

equal to lIVF. If a drop diametar of 0.06 inch with a
terminal velocity of 16.4 feet per second is assumed, by
substitution the deflection will be

~= ~ (16.4)’ ~
‘= (-’1)

or
SE 0.0555 foot= 0.66 inch

Thus, even with such extreme air deflection, the
front shield could have a forward-projected opening of
only 0.66 inch. Such a small opening obviously would
increase the vision but slightly.

APPARATUSAND METHODS

Test apparatus.—l?or purposes of wind-tunnel in-
vestigation, aplywood-covered model fuselage was built
that wotid be adaptable for various windshield con-
struction. The size of the fuselage and general ar-
rangement of the windshield are shown in figure 2.

_

.

secfion

FIGUEE2—RK%L9ge1.

The cockpit of the fuselage was suiliciently large to
accommodate an observer. The fuselage was mounted
in the N.A.C.A. 7-by 10-foot open-throat wind tunnel
(reference 5) with the fuselage base at the bottom of the
tunnel throat. This arrangementplaced the windshield
approximately at the center of the air stream.

Rain conditions were simulated by a water-spraying
jet mounted about 10 feet ahead of the windshield.
This jet provided a spray of water from a point source
and was adjustable to give drops of any desired size
ranging from tie fog particles to drops about 0.12 inch
in diameter. The location of the spray source could be
shifted at will by controls inside the fuselage, and in
this way the complete path of the drops from any
source with respect to the windshield could be ob-
served. A small portable hand spray was also used in
cases w-herea more detailed observation w-asdesimble.

A velocity meter of special design was employed to
obtain the speed and direction of the air flow-about the
fuselage and windshield. A diagram of the construction
of this instrument is given in figure 3. With the tube
held in the air strewn as shown in the sketch, the small
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orifice in the side of the tube provides a maximum
positive presme of approximately PI= pP/2 + static
pressure, while the end orifice provides a maximum
negative pressureof approximately~~ = – 1.6 QV2/2) -t-
static pressure, giving a total maximum velocity head
of approximately h= 2.6 (pP/2) between the two
orifices The tube was mounted on a device that per-
mitted the oriiices to be held in any position with
respect to the fuselage, and by turning and twisting
the instrument until a maximum reading w-as ob-
tained, the velocity vecixnx of the air flow at the loca-
tion of the orifices were determined. This instrument
has two advantages over an ordinary pitot tube. The
measurable velocity head is more than twice as great
and the proximity of the two openings aflords greater
accuracy when the veloci~ gradient is extreme. The

‘pressure “’w
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FrouRE3.—Indrmnent form~ ah IIOW.

instrument was calibrated in an air stream of known
velocity.

The approximate direction of the air flow was de-
termined by a small silk streamer mounted on the end
of a line wire. An adjustable opening was built into
the extreme front of the nose of the fuselage to permit
reggation of the fuselage static pressure. The term
“normal fuselage pressure” as used in this report refers
to the static pressure obtained in the fuselage with
this adjustable opening in the closed position. Fuselage
static pressures were measured by a manometer. All
static pressureswere referred to base pressures outside
the air stream.

The maximum veloci@ of the wind-tunnel air stream
was about 75 miles per hour. All the tests, unless
otherwise stated, were mrtde at an air velocity of
about 65 miles per hour.

,,

Methods.—Deflection of rain and wind from rmy
windshield opening may be obtained by means of air
flow, guide vanes, or both. Deflection by means of air
flow may be effected by the shape of the fuselage for-
ward of the windshield, the shape of the windshield
itself, or by the forcing of air outward through the
windshield opening. Preliminary air-deflection calcula-
tions indicated that guide vanes might be necessmy
for deflecting direct raindrops, while air deflection
might be used to eliminate indirect and splash drops,
particularly with windshields having frontal openings.

Accordingly, a study w-asmade of the two methods,
employing several diflerent windshield types. Each
type -wastested with various frontal openings designed
to give maximum field of view in a forward direction.
The data obtained from them tests led to the construc-
tion of a speoial type of windshield designed expressly
to give a maximum field of view from a comparatively
large open window.

l?irst, a thorough survey waa mnde of the air flow
about the fuselage and about each type of windshield
in the closed, or normal, position. The speed and
direction of the air flow at various points were plotted
directly on the sketch and a close observation made of
any turbulence or irregularities in the vicinity of the
windshield. Observation of the path of a jet of fine
fog particles introduced into the air stream from the
spray tube ahead of the fuselage, in conjunction with
the veloci@--v-ector sketches, afforded a fair analysis
of the turbulence, blocking, pressure gradients, and
drag of each type of windshield-fuselage combination,
In many instances it waa found possible to obtain
photographs that show this flow.

I?urther teats included a study of both air flow and
rain flow using various windshield openings in concoc-
tion with a number of special additions or conditions,
such as deflecting vanes, gutters, and static-pressure
Vardions. Preliminary tests to determine the most
suitable type of deflecting vane included tests on flat
plates, strut sections, and symmetrical and cambered
airfoils. It was found that an airfoil with a section
similar to the Clark Y was most effective and such t-m
airfoil vi-asused throughout this investigation.

A description of the location and size of the openings
and the included angles of vision relative to the
normal location and movement of the pilot’s head will
be given under Results. The criterion with respect
to the entrance of rain and wind into any of the
openings is not a function of the pilot’s location, but is
given with reference to the entire cabin interior on the
basis that no opening is entirely satisfactory if any
water enters the cabin. Similarly, no design was
considered satisfactory that permitted fluctuating air
currents much in excess of 15 miles per hour to blow
into the pilot’s face, as such currents seriously impair
vision.
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In this report the “slope” of a windshield is defined
with reference to the base of the windshield, i.e., a
‘frearward-sloping” windshield slopes rearward from
its base, and a “forward-sloping” windshield slopes
forward from its base.

Symmetrical obouf &

l?fO17EEL—TWndshleld1.

RESULTS

Jinmsmzm 1

A sketch of the first type of windshield tested is
given in iigure 4. This type was chosen as represent~
tive of vertical, flat-front windshields of ordinary
dimensions. The front window was 7% inches high
and 21 inches wide. Two other forward vertical

on the iigure reprewmts the locus of ft series of point
vortices; hence it is the line of stagnation or zero
velocity. The flow of air under the dotted line is
completely disturbed and follows the general path M

FIGURE 5.—Afr4ow SIX&I and dfmctfoa wfth wfndshfdd 1 and fas@o 1.
Ldnwindfcats dhwtton and nmnka fndkato SIEA in mik E hour fn a Aon
along cantnrI@ except forormwe=drminb Ivhfchwaretaken I lnoh from the fns+
lago sorfaca. ~ of ah shwm, M ndks per honr.

shown. The strength of this vortex is extreme, even
exceeding the intensity of the local air strewn at
certain pointa. Most of the turbulent air leaves the
surface of the fuselage below the windshield in the
direction indicated by arrows. Hence, the h flow

F1ouaE8.-Afrflowoverfnmlage fn front of wfndshkdd 1. Spwd of air atmam, 66 miles w hcmr. Noto turbofencaat lower front of wfndshfefd

windows were built at an angle and intersected the
front window as shown.

J&me 5 is a diagram of the air flow over the fuselage
and this windshield with all windows closed. The
average velocity of the air stream, assumed to be
represented by that indicated at a point about 3 feet
above the front of the fuselage, wsa in this case about
66 miles per hour.

The turbulent mm immediately in front of the
windshield is of particular interest. The dashed line

along the side front window is apparently little
affected by the forward vortex but is fairly uniform
and flows steadily in a rearward clixection except for
comparatively small disturbances at the forward edge.

The air flow in front of this windshield is very poor
aerodynamically and indicates that the arrangement
offers considerable blocking effect with a consequent
high drag.

IHgure 6 is a photograph of a stream of fog ejected
into the air stream from the hand spray several feet
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ahead of this windshield -which further illustrates the
turbulent area in front of the windshield.

Observation of the flow of raindrops in the air stream
revealed that the path of the drops w-aslittle aflected
by the turbulence in front of the windshield, -which
corroborates previous deflection calculations. The
general path of the air stream above the fuselage was
upward, whereas the path of raindrops is normally
downward. The path of the drops above the fuselage
was, however, affected to some extent by the upward
flow of air depending on the drop size. Drops greater
then 0.06 inch in diameter continued to maintain a
slightly downward path; drops of somewhat smaller di-
ameter tended to rise with the air stream. Extremely
small drops, of course, followed the air stream very
closely. All raindrops impinging on the front of this
windshield followed the local air currents and traveled
downward.

Apparently the only practicable opening in a front
window of this type would be one not less than 1%
inches in width that extended across the window. Such
an opening was made in the front window just above
the horizontal center line and, as expected, both rain

FIGUEE7.—D@oIn of frontal oponing mmngomnt h hmdng vidon with
wlndsbleld I, dIowir@ BUM Of rdn flOW with defkting airfofl invatd.

and wind entered the cabin regardl= of the strong
downward flow of air outside the opening. In fret,
the direct drops entered with such velocity that they
traversed the entire length of the fuselage. The air
blew into the opening in gusts of fairly low veloci~,
about 15 miles per hour, and forced inward the in-
direct and splash drops that impinged on the glass near
the opening. Increas@ the static pressurein the fuse-
lage to about PP12 by means of the opening in the
front of the fuselage caused air to leave through the
windshield opening about 15 miles per hour. This air
prevented most of the indirect and splash drops from
entering but had rLnegligible effect on the direct drops.
Various gutters and ledges placed about the opening
failed to improve this condition.

The failure of simple h-deflection methods indicated
that direct raindrops might best be eliminated by direct
guide-vane deflection. The field of view desired from
this type of windshield opening is primarily straight
ahead, which unfortunately is directly in the relative
path of the raindrops. Hence, any direct deflection
vane would have to be severtdfeet ahead of the opening
to prevent excessive interference with the field of tiew
and should be so shaped and located as to assistrather

COMMITTEE FOR ADRONA’UTICS

than obstruct the flow lines of the general air stream.
To this end, an airfoil having a chord of 6 inches and
sticient span to protect the entire length of the wind-
shield opening was mounted on the fuselage about 2
feet ahead of the windshield. A diagram of the best
arrangement found with this combination is given in
figure 7.

The inverted airfoil in combination with a 2-inclI
ledge along the lower edge of the windshield opening
prevented about 95 percent of the drops from entering
this opening. The airfoil itself intercepted and de-
flected nearly all the direct drops that were in line with
the opening but it increased the tubulence in front of
the windshield to the extent that it wrw necesmry to
employ the ledge to block the turbulence and intercept
the scattering drops at the edges of the opening. The
width of the opening could be increased to 2 inches
with this combination. The increased turbulence re-
duced the velocity pressure in front of the windshield
snfliciently to increase the outward flow of air from
the opening to 40 miles per hour with a fuselage static

Symmeiricol abouf @

FIGURE&-TVin(Mdeld !&L

pressure of about pP/2. This outward velocity pre-
vented all the indirect and splash drops from entering.
In the iigure, C represents the path of the direct drops
in line with the opening, which are deflected by the
Moil along a path F above the windshield. The
drops along paths D and B strike above and below the
opening, respectively, and do not enter the cabin,
Varying the size of the raindrop required a small change
in the vertical location of the airfoil.

A vertical field of view of about 10° was available
h a forward direction, with the eyes of the pilot located
12 inches from this windshield opening. Allowing a
&inch vertical movement of the pilot’s head, the total
vertical field of view available was about 28°. oLthil$
~bout 4° was blanketed by the airfoil itself. The hori-
zontal field of view, which depends on the width of tho
window, was in this case about 100°.

WINDSHIELD2A

Windshield 2A (fig. 8) was constructed asrepresenta-
tive of a rearward-sloping, flat-front windshield of ordi-
mry dimensions. The front windoiv had a rearward
dope of 136°, a vertical projected height of 7% inches,
md a width of 21 inches. Two sloping side windows
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were set at an angle with respect to the front window
as shown.

l?igure 9 is a diagram of the air flow in fkont of wind-
shield 2A with all windows closed, and shows a notice-
able improvement of the flow compared with wind-
shield 1. Turbulence exists only in front of the lower
half of the windshield and the velocity of the air in
turbulent areas is much less. The air flow along the
side front windows is fairly uniform and flows in a
slightly upward direction with the exception of small
turbulent areas at the line of intersection with the
front window.

In order to enable a study of various frontal open-
ings with this windshield, the front window was split
horizontally and the upper and lower sections hinged
at the top and bottom, respectively. Thus it was
possible to ted any combination of anglea of the two
sections and, by altering the width of the two panels,

FIOUIiE9.—Abflowsped and dlmotion with wind&deld 2A. Lhm tndksti dl-
rectlon and numbus fndkato SIEIWfn rdk w hour in a .seMon fdou thn canter
HIM. S- Of afr ntream, M ndlm w hour.

both the size and location of the opening could be
varied,

I?reliminary teds employing a variety of these eom-
binatione regardless of visibili~ considerations were
mnde primarily to study local variations in the air
flow and rain flow about the opening with variations
in internal fuselage pressures.

No arrangement tested with normal fuselage pres-
sure prevented indirect or splash drops from entering
the opening, No indirect or splash drops entered any
opening under 2)4 inches wide with the fuselage pres-
sure raised approximately pVz/2. Direct’ rain drops
entered all openings that provided a forward projected
vision greater than one quarter of an inch, regardless
of fuselage pressure.

These results indicated that as with windshield 1
any forward opening in this type of windshield will
require the emplojmmnt of a deflecting vane to prevent
direct raindrops from entering. I?urthermore, the in-
ternal fuselage pressure must be greater than nornd
and must provide a suilicient flow of air outward

through the opening to prevent the entrance of indirect
and splash CkOpS.

Tests were accordingly made with a Clark Y airfoil
in various positions as a deflecting vane. Thg airflow
with the airfoil in the best location in both the inverted
and upright positions is shown in iigures 10 (a) and
10 (b), respectively. From tests with the spray, it
was found that, in general, the greater the angle of
attack of the airfoil with respect to the rain paths,
within limits, the wider will be the rain-free path tc
the windshield and the greater may be the windshield
opening. If the angle of attack of the airfoil with
respect tc the air flow is, however, increased to the
burble point, water will collect on the curved surface
of the airfoil in large drops find blow off into the open-

(8) MU Invmted.

(h)AIrM -ht.

~QUBE 10.—Dlaw Of ah flow in front Of windshield 2A. S- of & strmm, @5

)
ndk w hour.

ing. With this particular combination of windshield
and fuselage the general air flow was upward and, as
the relative direction of the rain was nearly horizontal,
the airfoil angle could be increased tc intercept more
rain without burbling when the airfoil was mounted in
the inverted rather than in the upright position. on
certain fuselages where the flow of air in front of the
windshield is initially horizontal, an airfoil mounted in
the erect position may deflect direct drops efficiently,
and actually reduce the turbulence in front of the wind-
shield as may be seen by comparing the turbulence
shown in figures 10 (a) and 10 (b).

The best fore-and-aft location of the airfoil either
erect or inverted was found to be between 2 and 3 feet
ahead of the windshield. When placed more than 3
feet ahead the rain-free path ceased to remain uniform
and direct drops entered the opening. When placed
closer than 2 feet, the airfoil blanked off too much of
the field of view.

\
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The beat vertical location of the airfoil depends upon
the relative paths of the raindrops with respect to the
fuselage, which varies with the size of the raindrops
and with the angle of attack and flight path of the
fuselage. In practice the airfoil height might be made
adjustable from the cabin b allow for changes in
position.

The rtddition of an outer ledge to the lower edge of
the windshield similar to that used on windshield 1
(fig. 7) was tested also. h general, this ledge exerted
a spoiler action on the strong vortex between the air-
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foil and the rear part of the windshield and exerted a
less disturbing effect on the lower band of raindrops
which, in conjunction with its action as a secondary
deflector, usually made it possible for the opening to
be increased. With some arrangements of this wind-
shield the use of a ledge w-as essential to insure that
no rain entered the cmk@.

The paths of the rain with the best arrangement of
this type of windshield are shown in figure 11. The
6-inch*hord inverl%d airfoil was mountad about 2 feet
ahead of the opening, at the angle and vertical location

—--. _4._+___-. _r--

L ——— —— —...

~13UEE 12-Wfndshfeld 2B.

that had been shown best by the prehinary tests.
With the airfoil so located and with about pP/2
pressurein the fuselage, no water drops or wind entered
any opening up to l% inches in width without a ledge
or 2 inches with a ledge. In fact, air was forced out
of the opening at a apeed of about 46 miles per hour.
The extent of the rain-free path with the airfoil
inverted is the region between parts A and B. All
the raindrops in part C that would normally have
entered the opening were deflected by the flat surface
of the airfoil. This arrangement afforded a field of
view from the cabin similar to that obtained from the
opening with windshield 1.

CO~ FOIL AERONAUTICS

WINDSHfBLD 2B

In order to test the effectiveness of higher tangential
air velocities past an opening, the fuselage and wind-
shield were faired to form an open slot (windshield 2B).
I?igure 12 shows the most satisfactory slot arrangement
tried.

The flow of air over the combination was fairly uni-
form and free from turbulence. The normal flow of
air past the slotted opening was about 65 miles per
hour w-hen the speed of the air strewn was 65 miles
per hour. There was no flow of air into this opening.
With a fuselage pressure of about p’W/2, the speed of
the air that flowed outward through the slot wae
about 45 miles per hour.

Tests with the spray showed this arrangement to be
unsatisfactory, as might have been expeotid from
previous air-deflection calculations. The strong out-
ward flow of sir through the opening prevented the
entrance of indirect and splash drops, but the direct
raindrops passed through the deflected air stream
without any noticeable interference.

FIQUFU13.-Wlnd8hfald &

The airfoil was then mounted on the forward part
of the fuselage in an endeavor to deflect the general
air stream so as to increase the tangential air speed
past the opening. In every case, however, the air
speed past the slot was reduced thereby and, as with
previous windshields, it was only when the airfoil was
set in a position to intercept the direct raindrops that
no water entered the cabin.

wrmsmm 3

Windshield 3 (lig. 13) was chosen as representative
of forward-sloping ftat-front windshields of ordinary
dimensions. The front window waa 21 inches wide
and sloped forward from its base at an angle of 69°
with the horizontal; its vertical projected height was
7X inches. ~o sloping side windows intersected
the front window as shown.

Figure 14 is a diagram of the air flow in front of this
windshield with all windows closed. The turbulence
is extreme, including in effect a vertical disturbance
within the entire area in front of the windshield that
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connotes a considerable blocking tiect and a conse-
quent high drag.

With this arrangement also, the path of the rain-
drops was but little afFected by the turbulent areas
and the larger drops impinged directly on the wind-
shield in a very nearly horizontal path.

The best arrangement found for a forward opening
with this combination is shown in figure 15. A

0

~OIJBE14.—Afr-flowapeadand dlwtlon with wfndshfald 3. LIn&Yindicate dlrec-
Uon ond numbers fndfmte @ in mflIMper hour of ok flow fn a @on along
themnterllno. S@o[ofrstrmm, @5mllm~hcqrr.

section of the front window well above the center
line and 2% inches wide was swung outward and tied
to form a ledge along the upper edge of the opening.
The airfoil was then locatad about 30 inches ahead of
the windshield opening in the inverted position and
the static pressure in the fuselage was raised to about
pPJ2.

EICIITUE 16.—DIagraroof frontafopontngarrangernantwfth fnvortd airfoff. Wind-
shield 3, Dotted Ifnes rep-t @M of rafn flow. Continuous lfnm reprasent
paths of ah flow. NumIMI-sfndkate air-flowsped fn rnfks P honr. speed of
akah%mn, 6Srnfk w hour.

No raindrops or wind entered this opening, with the
combination arranged as illustrated. Even though
the norrmd flow characteristic about this tie of
windshield are somewhat similar to those found with
windshields 1 and 2A, the arrangement of the parts
for eflicient action of this opening was different. The
airfoil was not effective when located less than 30
inches from the opening, and the ledge was effective
only when placed along the upper edge of the opening.

This particular opening tiorded a vertical field of
view of about 10° in a forward direction with the eyes
of the pilot located 12 inches from the opening.
Allowing a 4-inch vertical movement of the pilot’s
head, a total vertical field of view of’ about 26° vi-as
available.

Symmefricol about ~

FIGURE ]6.—WfWshfald 4.

WINDSEN3LD 4

Windshield 4 (fig. 16) was chosen as representative
of rearward, sloping V-front windshields. The verti-
cal projected height of this windshield was 7% inches,
the included angle of the V was 100°, and the front
panels sloped backward from the base at an angle of
50° with the horizontal.

The flow of air about this windshield was ahnost
horizontal and was very uniform both in direction and

FmuEE 17.—TVfndshfeld4 with opordngannngamant for incnaslng vfdon.

speed. These featurea indicate that this type of wind-
shield offem a much lower blocking eflect and produces
much less resistance to the air stream than any of the
previous types. A few small vortices appeared along
the lower edge of the windshield, but their velocities
were comparatively low. Vortices were also present
aft of the side corner posts, but as they would have
little effect on any openings in the front window they
were not studied in detail.

Neither the style of opening employed with the pre-
vious types nor the use of a simple airfoil to deflect
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the raindrops is readily adaptable to this type of wind-
shield with its dhrging air stream.

The most satisfactory arrangement for preventing
the entrance of rain tested on this windshield consisted
essentially of a protruding streamlined shield con-
structed about an opening in the windshield panel
(fig. 17). The shield was made of celluloid and formed
of a single curved surface with its elements horizontal
and approximately perpendicular to the path of the
air flow along the window. The front portion of the
shield extended sufficiently outward to protect the
entire opening from direct raindrops. The velocity
of the air stream past this guard reduced the normal
static pressure in the cabin but no air flowed through
the opening. A small amount of indirect water vw
carried inward by small vortices about the edges of
the guard but this could be eliminated either by in-
creasing the fuselage pressure or by placing a small
gutter completely around the outer edge of the guard.

~LQUEE IR-Wfodshfdd h

The opening was 8)4 inches long and had a maxi-
mum width of 4 inches. The maximum field of vie-iv
from this opening included an area about 20° to the
left from stz-sightahead. The field in a more forward
direction gradually decreased to zero.

It was found possible to increase the size of this
opening, although in so doing it became necessary to
increase the fuselage pressure and thus force a flow of
air outward through the opening.

The successful performance of this combination
indicated the advantage of further study with side
windshield openings.

WINDSHIELD 5

Windshield 5 (@g. 18) was accordingly constructed
to provide a large open area on either side. The lower
front edge of a single cel.hdoid sheet was attached to
the fuselage surface forward of the cabin. The sheet
was then bent over and fastened to the curved roof at
the top of the cabin. The outer side edges were cut
inward toward the front so that the front of the shield
did not extend entirely acrma the front of the cabin,

COMMJ3TDD FOE AERONAUTICE

thus providing some forward vision when the pilot’s
head is moved to the side.

The air flow about this shield was very turbulent.
In addition to the turbulent area in front, which was
similar to that in front of a flat-front windshield, a
stro~~ whirl formed in the vicinity of the openings and
created strong currents in the cabin.

The shield waa fairly effective in preventing the
entrance of direct raindrops through the openings.
The block@ effect of the fuselage and windshield
apparently induced a deflection of the air stream to the
side suilicient to deflect the direct drops. Tho wind-
shield was unsatisfactory, however, as considerable
quantities of indirect and splash drops were carried
in with much force by the turbulent air currents, It
was found impracticable to overcome this d.if%culty
by increasing the static pressure in the fuselage with-
out causing an excessive flow of air through the cabin.
Tests made employing various guards, gutters, and
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FIOUEB19.—Wfndshbfd 6A wftb fusahge 2.

guide vanea also failed to improve this condition,
These tea% indicated, howover, that the general trend
Df this design offered a simple and effective way to
obtain excellent view characteristics with the elimina-
tion of all direct raindrops. Therefore, further studios
mme made employing various side-opening arrange-
ments that would retain this desirable feature and yet
~ the turbulence nearest to the opening.

WRiDSHfZLD6A

A further investigation with various side-opening
wnuugements necessitated several alterations in the
~eneraldesign. Previous studies of the air flow showed
ieilnitely that the formation of vortices and high
local-pressure gradients about the windshields was
wduced and aggravated by the blocking effect of the
long and rather blunt nose of the fuselage. It waa also
~pparent that a windshield height of 7% inches was
nsuflicient to permi$ proper observation of the &
Elowsin a horizontal plane, ow@ to large interference
3ffecti between the windshield and fuselage. The
~eneraldesign was therefore altered as shown in figure
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19. The base of the entire windshield was lowered to
increase the panel height to 13 inches, and the forward
part of the fuselage was cut &way to give a more
rounded nose and was faired smoothly into the base
of the windshield.

Except for a subsequent minor modification, a ver-
tical V-type windshield was employed, as this shape
was found to deflect most of the oncoming air to the
sides, thereby reducing the usual high-pressure gradi-
ent above the cubin and tending to distribute the flow
of air more evenly about the whole windshield. The
plan form of this windshield is given in detail in figure
20. The outer side edges of the V were curved inward
to reduce local turbulence nt the openingg, areas of
which were located immediately aft of this part on
either side. This front shield was not extended com-
pletely across the fuselage but was designed to allow
for some vision directly forward. A panel at the rear
of the opening served to fair the arrangement into the
sides of the fuselage.
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FmuaE ZO.-pf0a-VhW detafkOfham OfwindshfohisU and 6B showfng hxatfon
of fxdnts of vfslon L and Ii. (Sea ohfh of fldd of *, W 27.)

A diagram of the air flow about this combination is
given in iigure 21. The improvement of this flow over
those obtained with most of the previous designs is
striking. (Cf. fig. 5.) The gradmil slope of the nose
of the altered fuselage considerably reduced the high
pressuregradients over its forward part; this improve-
ment, in combination with the V-shaped windshield,
induced n comparatively uniform pressure gradient
about the entire windshield, particularly in the vicinity
of the opening. The rather pointed V caused, how-
ever, rLslight instability of the lateral airflow.

Windshield 6B

In order to correct the instabili~ of the lateral air
flow that was found with windshield 6A and to increase
the upward and forwnrd vision ham the cabin, the
shmp V at the front of windshield 6A was supplanted
by a small remwmd-sloping triangular surface (@. 22).
The base of windshield 6A was not changed by this
modification. ●

GO1—3G-30
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The general charactaristica of the air flow over this
arrangement were essentially the same as with the
sharp front V, except for a small difference imme-
diately in front of the windshield which slightly in-
crease# the pressure gradient above it. A fog photo-
graph of the air flow with this combination is given in
-23. The lower stream of fog follows the surface
of the fuselage right up to the lower V of the wind-
shield. This stream then divides, passes around both
sides, and maintains a nearly horizontal path. The
middle stream follows a fairly straight path until it
reaches the more abrupt portion of the windshield
center; it then divides and follows an even, fan~haped
path around the upper portion. The upper fog stream
also follows an even path until it reaches the rather
flat upper portion of the shield. At this point it is
deflected and passes entirely above the cabin. The
arrangement appeared to offer excellent turbulence
characteristics and gave promise of fdfdlhg all the
dwign requirements. A very complete study was

FmuEE 21.-Alr-Sow qwd andWon wfth windshield6A. IJms fodkate
dfrw$fon and nnmlmrs fndieata sped fn mfk per honr of fdr flow in a don
along mntm W except ka orrowedpofnts whfoh were taken 1 Inohfrom thefrw+
Iage snrfam. Sped of afr stream, 66 mflas w honr,

therefore made of this improved arrangement and a
complete discussion is given.

STUDLB.9 OF FJNAL DBSIGN

The variations studied with Lhisfinal arrangement
included: (1) the effect of variations in the curvature
of the windshield at the forward edge of the opening,
together with any necessary additions at this point to
eliminate raindrops; (2) the limitations in the dimen-
sions of the openhg and the best construction and
location for the glazed pmel at the rear of the opening;
(3) the necessary constructions above and below the
open window; (4) the effect of fuselage static pressure
on the performance of the opening with respect to
wind and rain; and (5) the field of view available from
the cabin with the best protective arnmgement.

One of the most significant observations with this
windshield was with respect to the flow ,of water drops
along the surface of the front shield. With the ex-
ception of the drops on the upper center, which tended
to follow with the air stream above the shield, the
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general path of the drops was horizontal and to the
rear. The fkl disposition of these drops as they were
carried rearward varied with the design of the curved
portion at the forward edge of the opening. When
this curve was terminated at the point of tmgency
with the air stream, the drops were carried swiftly to
the edge whence they were blown into the opening by
local air currenti. If this curve wsa extended slightly
inward, however, past the point of tangency with the
air stream, most of the drops did not continue around
the curve, but collected at the point of tangency and

,.
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could project slighdy beyond the longitudinal parallel,
as indicated by the angle a. The radius of curvature
of the part A and the extent of its inward curvature
were found to vary with the local air flow, which, in
turn, was influenced by the shape of the front shield.
The exact forward shape was not important, however,
so long aBit diverted the air stream to the side without
introducing turbulence in the region of the curved
portion.

The shape and location of the glazed panel nt the
rear of the opening, together with the fuselage static
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FIOIJBE22.-WIn&hfeld 6B ahowfng @tIon of pilot’s head requfred to obtafn fwward vfdon.

dropped by gravity to the bottom of the windshield.
These drops were quits unstable and a few of them
were still blown &ward by stray air currents. The
addition of a small, flat, projecting ledge placed ver-
tically along the curved inner edge of the shield and
normal to the air stream completely correctOd this
condition and no water that impinged on the front
shield entered the opening. (See @. 20, part N.)
The optimum depth of this ledge was from one-fourth
to three-eighth inch; it did not project outward suffi-
ciently to imtarferewith the air flow past the corner
nor to be in the path of direct raindrops. This ledge

pressure, had a controlling effect on the action of the
indirect drops that formed on this panel and on the
action of the air currents in the vicinity of the opening,
Three examples of the air flow in plan view about the
left windshield opening, under varying conditions, am
given in figure 24. The curved portion (S) k the for-
ward shield just ahead of the opening and (F) is tho
rear panel. In every case the construction at N,
where the small ledge is attached to the inward edgo
of the curved shield, causes a small air pocket to form
at this point which protects the cbllected drops from
the air stream and allows them to fall to the bottom
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of the shield, The MLWIIledge is in itself protected
from the air str~ by the curve of the wiucbjhield
and does not create noticeable turbtienm.

11 was bdieved that a mar pancI, shaped and lo-
catid M shorn in figure 24 (a), n@ht serve efJicientIY
5s a guide to the air that flowed past the ope~; but
apparently the alight outwmd curvatie of the paUSI
creakd a high adveme pressme gradient that caused
a strong vortex h form inside the cabin. Rain tests
revealed fiat most of the wati drops that feJJon the
pane] were carried fo~md ~d ~~ tie op- by
the revered of flow aIong the panel. It maybe noted
in the ding.rm that some of the air in the general

norm~ fueeIa,ge pr~ma, is rea~y sem from a corn.

P*n ~f ~) wd (a.). In (b) the pressure grdimt
along F ISfavorable; hence therp is no reverse & flow
and no watar drops enter the opm from the rear.
Some air horn the direct stream still enters at the rear
but its restitit direction is slightiy different and it
does not carry in any direct drops. The inti&
and size of the vor~ inside the open@ are much
redu~d. A slight in-e of the fuseIage pr-e
entirely remov~ this votim, as aho~ ~ - x
(c), and “no noticeable air currenk exist. Furthw-
more, the outwmd flow of air is fairly unifo~ ova
the entire le~h of the open@

1~– _

I’mm z$,-& IIOWwith WMSMOM6B.

strea enters directiy into the open@ at the rear.
TM air entered at high velo&~ and carried some of
the Smaller direct raindrops in with it. ~~ee
the fuselage static prmure, howevm, changed thw
flow charactetiti~ ccmidwably. Much of the inside
turbden~ was eliminated; the air wdoci~ outward
from the front of the op- was high; no directair

or direct water drops flowed into the opeII@ at the

rear; but the reverse flow of air ovw fie fowmd pm
of the rear pan~ Ml existed and caused a few iudir%t

drops to enter.

of many forms tasted, a perfectly flat vertical panel
Iocatid in the pke of the op-, as i.R iigIwm N

(b) ancl (c), gme the best remdb. The impmv~
ment of the air flow about &e op-, emplo~

——.- ‘-----L —— .._

6X Ofah @tI#jII, 66 ~ ~ ho~,

The cxmsidwatiom thus far have included only a
gend study of the flow in a horimnti~ plane past
the cen.tarof the ope~. The conditiow werc som~
what ddlerent aIong the upper aud lower edg~ of the
OP-. The speed of the air past the ope~ TV@
somewkt higher than that both above and beIow it,
and thus local pnwme gradimti were created aIong
the edges and an inward flow of air was induced at
these points. The condition at the bo$tim was best
correct~ by ra&& the lows edge of Me ope~

about lx in&M above tie fUMJ~W ~d atfitig
thereb a snd, inverted, curved gutti. The cundj-
don at the tip ww SUCtiy ovmmme by p~g

a smaU horizonti projec~ ledge along the upper
edge of the openinp. A sketih of these construction
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with the flat rear panel is given in iigure 25. The
small ledge, or baflle, along the edge CA was ccm-
nected to the straight flat ledge along the edge CD
and to the curved gntti along edge AB. Thwe con-
structions were quite nec~my to guide the indirect
rain water past the open window.

For further testing the angle of the panel at the
rear of the opening was made adjustable and the super-
posed panel DBFG was arranged to slide fore-and-aft
so that the effect of variations in the form of the
opening in combination with changes in the h-stream
velocity and relative fuselage static pressures might
be studied. A number of observations and conclu-
sions were made from these tests.

Each vmiation produced a change in the normal
fuselage static pressure and in the air flow about the

AWmd fu=lage presmxe

kcreased fuselqe Pre=ixe

FIGUREM.—pkm-vkw dhgraIM 0[ tbrM Ox arrfmKmOntA ti with wiud-

shleld 6B showing air fiOW.

opening. The fuselage static pressure was in all cases
nearly proportional to W within the available range
of wind-tunnel velocities. This quality is particularly
significant; it shows that the flow about the wind-
shield, especially in the vicinity of the opening, was
comparatively free from turbulence. For an eflicient
design, the mrangement of the parts should be such
that the normal fuselage pressure ia lower with the
window open than with it closed, indicating that the
flow of air past the open window should be sufficiently
rapid and create a sufhciently low pressure in the
fuselage to minimize any air-flow 10SSWfrom the cabin
at point9 of leakage. In order to eliminate vortices
that exist just tilde such an opening, the initial
fuselage pressure must be increased by an amount
equal to about 0.02 L g by admitting air into the

COMMZ171’EEFOR AERONAUTIC%

fuselage from a positive source, where L is the Lmgth
of tl.yagityn window in inches.

F~T bxample, wit~ one eficient arrangement of the
p-in $h.ktes$,~~ocedure(fig. 25), the initial fuselage
pressurewith the window closed waa equal to – 0,31 g;
with the window open 10.5 inches, the pressure was
equal to – 0.55 q. Without any increase in the fuse-
lage pressure, air currents blew in at the’ rear of the
opening with a velocity equal to about 0.4 that of tho
air stream. Increasing the fuselage prcasure by an
amount equal to O.O2gxIO.5 or 0.21 g, thus making a
total pressure of – 0.34 g, ehinated all the disturbing
air currents within the 10.5-inch opening. This pres-
sure actually forced air to flow outward uniformly
through the window at about 3 miles per hour. (See
@24 (c).)

The positive source of air-flow pressure employed in
all these tests to raise the fuselage static preasurowas
obtained by means of an adjustable opening in the
lower front part of the fuselage. The area of opening
necessary to raise the fuselage static pressure 0,21 g,

FIQUEE 25.-Wlnd8hMd 6B showing det.ntlsof open window comtrootlon.

with the windshield arranged as shown in figure 26
and with both wimdowsopen 10.5 inches, was 24 square
inches. Except for mmparatively small windshield
openings, the increase in fuselage static pressure
variea almost directly with the area of tho frontal
opening.

The results of these tests indicated that the maxi-
mum length of the opening is limited to about 11 inches
for efficient operation. The vertical dimension of the
opening is entirely optional and either one window or
both may be open without detrimental effect on their
operation.

Tests with this arrangement indicate that the fuse-
lage may be yawed at least 6° without permitting any
wind or rain to enter the open window.

The most difiicnlt problem in connection with this
type of opening is, of course, to increase the forward
projection, which determines the amount of forward
vision available. A window length of 10~ inches with
a side-windshield divergence of 8° affords about a 1%-
inch projected opening forward. This arrangement
permits view with both eyes to within 15° of straight
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ahead and gives more than a full-forward view with

one eye, This combination was the beat that could be
obtained in them testsusing a raindrop diametbr of 0.12
inch. As this size of drop occurs rarely except in
cloudbursts, the forward range of vision may be in-
creased over the values for average conditions by a
suitable adjustment of the rear panel. The forward
edge of this rear panel, however, must not project in-
ward beyond a line between a point B (see @g. 20),
where this window joins the fuselage contour, and the
tmiling edge of the forward curved portion. Other-
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edge of the open window maybe readily distinguished.
The drops pass remward under the curved gutter along
the lower edge of the window and do not enter the
opening. The raindrops that strike on the upper pin-t
of the windshield are guided past the open window by
the flat gutter along the upper edge. 1

The field of view available from this experimental
model is presented by means of charts, which are con-
structed by resuming any defined point of vision as
being at the center of a sphere of any convenient
radius. The outline of the fuselage is then projected

FOWJREM.—Rain tast on wfndsbiald 6B.

wise, the blocking effect of the rear window will cause
a sharp air cyrrent, which cannot be overcome except
by excessive fuselage static pressure, to blow inward at
the rear of the opening. . .

Figure 26 is a photograph of this fuselage-wind-
shield combination under an actual rain teat in the
wind tunnel, showing the path of the drops rmd the
mrmnerin which they impinge on the windshield. The
drops employed in this teat were exceptionally large
(about 0.12 inch in dianmter) and they broke up into
spray when they impinged on the front shield. The
path of the drops as they passed along the windshield
and the manner in which they dropped at the front

Dfametar of raindrops abont 0.12 In@&.

from that point onto the sphere. Horizontal and ver-
tical planes passing through the center so that their
intersection is the direction of flight are used as refer-
ence axes and the point of the intersection on the sphere
(the pole) is the origin. The surface of the sphere is
divided by reference lima corresponding to those of lati-
tude and longitude. The angles of such a projection
were measured by placing an N.A.C.A. visiometer in
the cabin and measurhg and plotting the angles deter-
mining the outline of the cabin from the point chosen
directly upon the circular polar chart. A complete
description of this method of measurement will be
given in a future Committee publication.
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Two sample clwmtsare presem%d: The fit (@. 27
(rL))is ccmstructedwith reference to a point between
the pilot’s eye9 located in the plane of symmetry. The
second (fig. 27 (b)) is constricted with the point of ref-
erence located where the &whteye of the pilot would be
with his head in the position to obtain maximum unre-
stricted forward view~iiom~theright side of the cabin.

(a) Pilot’s head Icakl fn mntm Of cabin.

fl
30”

40”

50”
“o 60” (b)

(b) PaOt?shmd to righk

BXGOEE27.-W smkco charts of field of vfow from cabh wfthtiddidd m.

(See 1, and 1,, &g.20.) The position of the pilot’s head
to obtain this maximum forward vision is shown in
ilgure 22. In this particukw set-up, a lo-inch lateral
movement of the head from the centwd location was
necessary to obtain this position.

The siggcant feature of this windshield is appsmnt
in figure 27 (b). With the head of the pilot to the side,
@nest h@f of the fo-d hemisphere is cempletaly

.._- . . ...4 ------- .—
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unmtricted. Furthermore, the forward vision extends
several degreesthe other side of straight ahead. Thus
by combining the visible areas obtained from each side-
front window, a newly complete, unrestricted view of
the entire forward hemisphere is available while the
pilot is completcily shielded horn wind and rain.

Tests made in the rehigerated wind tunnel indioated
that the effectiveness of this arrangement would not
be affected by the formation of ice upon the windshield.

DISCUSSION

A comparative study of the airflow about the seveml
general types of windshield-fuselage combinations
reveals that adveme pressur~gradient variations imme-
diately in front of and about any windshield increase
with an increase of the pressure gradient over the for-
ward part of the fuselage. In order ta obtain rtmini-
mum of turbulence in the vicinity of the windshield, the
shape of the front fuselage should therefore be devoid
of any protuberances or abrupt ourvuturcs and the
fuselage lima should diverge consiskmtly from the nose
to a section aft of the pilot’s cabin,

The shape of the windshield itself, of course, largely
determines the general character of the flow about it,
and any blunt or protruding constructions will create
high local pressure gradienti and induce turbulence.
I?ront windshiekls with horizontal elements perpen-
dicuhmto the air stream have very poor flow oharacter-
istk, and such surfaces must be sloped rearward at a
considerable pngle before much improvement is appar-
ent. These tests showed that a windshield with rLmod-
erate V shape in the plan view createamuoh less turbu-
lence and has a much lower velocity varirttionabout the
surfaces than any fla&fiont windshield with a reason-
able slope. WMhin the limits of observation in these
tats, no improvement in the flow was obtained by
sloping the front panels of a good V-shaped windshield
with rounded corners. Hence, it is concluded that the
better design is one that tands to direct the flow of air
toward the sides of the cabin rather than above it,
where the pressure gradient is ordinarily high anyway,
Such a windshield is thus particularly adaptable to the
style of open window described in the iinal teats,where
smooth and evenly distributed air flow is necessary te
aasure a uniform pressure gradient in the vioinity of
the opening. In this connection it is well to emphasize
the importance of a moderate curvature at the outer
edge of this windshield ahead of the open window.

Insofar as rain is concerned these tests have shown
that there are s&-eralseparata conditions thmtmust be
satisfied for an efficient opening in any windshield.
Direct raindrops that are immediately in line with an
opening cannot be deflected much more than 8° by
reasonable counter air currenti ahead ahd, when the
shape and yosition of the opening are such that more
than this deflection is necessary, a vane may be
mounted several feet ahead to deilect these direct drops
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wiwy horn the opening, The location of such a de-
flecting airfoil could be made adjustable from the cabin
to raise it born a recessed position in the fuselage to
the position required for operation. In the case of
windshield 6B, no deflecting was neceswmy, as the ar-
rangement was designed to utilize an 8° deflection to
obtain an exceptiorudly good view tim the cabin.

Indirect drops, splash drops, or any drops that
impinge on the windshield surfaces and ordinarily
enter the cabin at the edges of the opening may be
prevented from so doing either by adding a suitable
system of gutters around the opem”~mor by increasing
the fuselage static pressure sticiently to force a flow
of air outwnrd through the opening, or by &combina-
tion of both, depending on, the design of the wind-
shield, The fuselage static pressure may be increased
by employing an auxilhuy opening that will admit air
into the cabin horn any positive source. Some
fuselage designs already employ such an opening for
ventikding pnrpose3. There are only a very few
windshield openings possible that will not normally
permit some wind to blow into the cabin. The volume
and intensity of these air currents vary over a wide
range depending on the design but, in every case, they
can be overcome by increasing the fuselage static
premure.

The effect of propeller slipstream on the remits
obtained in this investigation were not studied but it
is believed that it will be of minor importance in the
essential designs.

No tests were made above an air speed of 76 miles
per hour. Theoretical coneidarations, however, i.ndi-
cati that higher air speeds will not materially change
any of the findings.

In the case of windshield 6B the width of the fuselage
should have little effect on the result and the design
should be as effective on a fuselage with a 2-place
side-by-side seating arrangement as on a narrower one,
although a narrow one will enable the pilot to take
advantage of the combined field of view offered by
both open windows. A similar opening arrangement
could be readily adapted to the control cabins of
airships.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It was found entirely practicable b design open-
ings in airplane windshields that would permit some
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unobstructed tiew horn the cabin and yet shield the
pilot from wind and rain; the location and extent of
such a field of view would vary, of course, with the
original design of the windshield.

2. Openings up to 2 inches in width across a flat
front panel in vertical or sloping windshields will per-
mit a view directly forward without direct raindrops
entering the opening if a small deiiecting airfoil is
mounted ahead of the windshield. A slight increase
of the fuselage static pressure is necmsary to keep
wind and indirect water d~ops from entering the
opening.

3. It was also found practicable to design a modi[ied
V-front windshield with an open m“ndow on each side,
aft of the front windshield that will afford a field of
view from the cabin over nearly the entire forward
hemisphere without any appreciable amount of rain
or wind entering the cabin even under ice-forming
conditions. This style of opening utilizes direct-drop
deflection through a small angle to provide forward
vision. A slight increase in the fuselage static pres-
sure mill be necessary to prevent air currents from
blowing into these openings. A simple gutter ar-
rangement along the edges of the opening will prevent
the indirect drops from entering the cabin. This
design offem a relatively low r@stance to the air
stream, and should be both satisfaotm-y and practical
as it embodies very simple constructions.
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